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The Plan to Destroy Imagination and Curiosity

How does an elite narrative appear at one locale and, in short order, appears every-
where? Consider it in terms of 'trend and scale': a coordinated decision gets made by 
some elite faction that is then picked-up/distributed by news agencies—to all points.

Information control is intended to detach us from our nation/society—justifying mass 
migration at our Southern border, which no sane president would condone unless part 
of a plan to destroy the US. Just as greed initially drove the credit cycle post US aban-
donment of the gold standard, later, never letting a good crisis go to waste, elites, 
sensing an opportunity to destroy the dollar and the US, took the appropriate actions.

How do so few make so little progress—in coming to terms with reality? It's because 
imagination/curiosity have been homogenized. Thought control now affects all life/arts.  
An internet that we hoped would provide freedom of choice has instead become a 
death knell for curiosity—a kind of food processor, blending everything into the bland.  

Google tells us there are 2 billion entries. But not for you. Most of what's on the in-
ternet is not accessible. Search engines function as closed systems for news networks. 
There are no more accidental online finds. Instead we are offered MSNBC/CNN/FOX. 
Page 5 of search entries mirrors page 1. If you don't already know the website/informa-
tion you're looking for, you won't find it. Search engines are simply there to direct us. 

If you wonder about lack of journeyman journalism, check-out who owns the net-
works? Better yet, what do networks own? Major stakes in Pharma and arms manufac-
turers? Are there no journalists working at the networks because networks are bought/
paid for, or is it because networks have bought and paid for a seat at the elite table?

With elites, it's all the same. FDA/CDC/NIH are part of a club you ain't in. In that club 
your nation has no membership. Those clubs are all about profit/control. Why else 
would NIH fund a Wuhan lab—then lie about it? Greed and power rule the day. When it 
comes to profit and control, Wuhan lab is a colleague and not an adversary of the US. 

This elite game is for all the marbles, a game in which national reputations suffer. 
Never again will the US be listened to about human rights. Never again will our repub-
lic be seen as advancing the flame of democracy. Never again will Israel be able to jus-
tify actions taken against the Palestinians as actions taken in Israeli self-defense. 

Once the US distributes Russia's foreign reserves to nations embroiled in genocide 
or affiliated with Nazis, the US will have lost ethical credibility and, in the wake of that— 



economic viability. What the US is not recognizing on its road to perdition is, except for 
its vassal states, the world is watching—growing sick and tired of all things American.

Even with all its lies, the US is losing a 3 front war, ethical, economic, and military. 
After years of relentless bombing, we can't even stop Yemen from controlling the Red 
Sea. With the Red Sea closed and Iran able to close the Straits of Hormuz, at its dis-
cretion, 3rd world status, already coming for the US, will now arrive sooner than later.

Is implementation of the elite plan working? As danger mounts, Western leaders are 
functioning as deranged children in an adult world. Zelensky imposed martial law and   
cancelled elections (the US conducted Iraq elections under more dire conditions). Now, 
ex-president Zelensky convenes a Global Peace Summit, but without the participation 
of Russia. Meanwhile, the West gives go-ahead for missile strikes deep inside Russia.

 France, Britain, the US, and Germany are on board with their missiles being used. 
Why, when just months ago there were to be no F-16s or long-range missiles, have 
things changed—abruptly? Because this is not the way the war was supposed to go.

Arming and bringing Ukraine into NATO was a plan to destabilize Russia that would 
result in 'regime change'. Russia would be broken-up into commodity regions con-
trolled by global corporations. The plan was first fomented in the late 70's by US Na-
tional Security Advisor Brzezinski, which became the US MO—throughout the cold war.

In 2014, Ukraine suffered a 'regime-change coup', intended to culminate in 'regime 
change' for Russia. In 2022, Russia invaded, to a Western assumption that military 
force/sanctions would carry through the US master-plan. It didn't happen. But why not?

US, latent productivity capacity, post the Great Depression, was unlimited. Now, giv-
en US debt, combined with an unproductive population, we have no ability to mobilize. 
Russia, however, proved to be an un-woke, productive nation that saw victory in 
Ukraine as existential. As a result, Russia mobilized beyond anything the US imagined. 
 In utter madness, the West finds itself under the control of deranged children. Fortu-
nately, the Russian leadership, so far, is functioning as adults. Russia's nuclear proto-
col calls for destruction of its early-warning nuclear system as an act of war. Attacks 
made by Ukraine on Russia's early warning radar, in no way benefits Ukraine. Instead, 
it jeopardizes Russia's ability to determine if Russia is under NATO nuclear attack.

Another aspect of Russia's nuclear protocol cites weapons of war used to compro-
mise its ability to detect a nuclear launch: when foreign missiles are used in attacks, 
both launch sites and nations responsible for providing such weapons become targets. 

Why are US lord of the flies nut jobs flirting with nuclear war? Is it because they see 
Russia as bluffing? Aren't half a million dead Ukrainians, EU loss of Russian energy, 
NATO exposed as helpless, and a US at brink of collapse, enough to wake them up?     

The Italians have an expression: Cui bono—who benefits? As long as the miasma 
prevails, and Russia refrains from attacking NATO, the US benefits. German industry is 
moving to the US, and almost 2/3s of all war dollars remain in the US, where, because 
of the Cantillon Effect (those closest to the dollar spigot get the dollars), elites prosper.

Between now and November, the Biden Administration, devoid of ethics, will do any-
thing necessary to win. Appear to seek peace in Gaza because genocide is a bad look
—appear to get tough with Putin—that's a good look. Assuming the left can't find a way 
to call off the election, we need to understand what we get if Biden wins, what we get if 
Trump wins (who is Trump's VP?). And, is there a spoiler role for Bobby Jr. Next article.  
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